WASHINGTON’S PUBLIC EDUCATION IS AT A CROSSROADS

Washington is spending almost half the state’s budget in education, yet relying — illegally — on property taxes to fund basic education, which creates further inequality in quality education and opportunity.

22.8% of students won’t graduate high school this year (2015 OSPI report).

Only 39% of graduates are ready for college or a career (2015 ACT report).

We’re not just failing, we’re failing our children. Something has to change.

WASHINGTON CAN DO BETTER

The state constitution does not guarantee outcomes. But our kids’ futures require them. Fully funding basic education is just the beginning. Washington also needs to fulfill its promise to prepare our students for graduation, for college and for the workforce.

We have a deadline.

Washington has until 2018 to fully fund basic education. The state needs to take action now to give our kids the best chance for success.

LEVY REFORM
MORE FUNDING
TRANSPARENCY
ACCOUNTABILITY
MEASURABLE RESULTS
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